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44 SPRING/SUMMER 2020 editor Tony Martin
06 Wild companions Steph Hafferty
08 Growing oyster mushrooms using waste coffee grounds Adrian Ogden
11 Grow your own nuts Addy & Ken Fern
14 The privilege of produce Elaine Avery
17 The permaculture design process: the implementation phase (part seven) Graham Burnett
25 Sadhana Forest Aviram Rozin India/Haiti/Kenya
27 From seed to plate (broad beans) Piers Warren
30 Grow Green Europe conference Tamara Schiopu Europe
33 Introducing perennial vegetables Anni Kelsey
37 La Ferme de l'Aube: 97 day frost free season Jimmy Videle Canada
39 Vegan Organics Kent (winter’s progress) Jo Kidd
41 Biocyclic Vegan Agriculture (update) Axel Anders & Johannes Eisenbach Germany/Greece/Cyprus
42 The death of Pumpkinstein Heather Foster

43 AUTUMN/WINTER 2019 editor Tony Martin
06 The buzz about bees Helen Obee Reardon
10 Vegan Organics Kent (veganic farming) Jo Kidd
14 The permaculture design process: the decisions phase (part six) Graham Burnett
18 Extinction Rebellion and the vegan organic movement Addy Fern
25 From seed to plate Piers Warren
28 Kent Vegan Festival Jo Kidd
30 Lin Tolhurst appreciation John Read
32 Courgette glut? Heather Foster
34 Naturally Vegan Plot: Transformation Elaine Avery
36 Biocyclic Vegan Agriculture: organic farming the vegan way Axel Anders & Johannes Eisenbach Germany/Greece/Cyprus
38 No dig gardening Steph Hafferty
41 Shumei Natural Agriculture Colleen McDuling

42 SPRING/SUMMER 2019 editor Tony Martin
06 Swamp Circus goes vegan Brett Jackson
08 A student’s account of a Vegan PDC Rebecca Lehmann
10 La Ferme de l'Aube: Summer of dreams Jimmy Videle Canada
12 The Science of Soil Hywel Evans
17 Superfoods at Plants For A Future Ken & Addy Fern
23 Brexit and pesticides Pesticide Action Network
24 The first and only principle of permaculture Raymond Purse
26 Vegans of the world unite! (VON AGM 2018) David Graham
28 The permaculture design process: the analysis phase (part five) Graham Burnett
31 The Super Organic Gardener (book by Matthew Appleby) review by David Roberts
32 From seed to plate Piers Warren
34 The Creative Kitchen (book by Stephanie Hafferty) review by Jessica Wintrip
35 Shumei Natural Agriculture Conference John Read
36 VON at Vegfest Brighton Dan Graham
38 Naturally Vegan Plot: Spring update Elaine Avery

41 AUTUMN/WINTER 2018 editor Tony Martin
08 Biochar Alan Free
12 The permaculture design process: surveying and observation (part four) Graham Burnett
15 The failure of GM to deliver Honor Eldridge
16 Getting a handle on things (Tools For Self Reliance) Phil Pope
23 The Naturally Vegan Plot Elaine Avery
24 Land carrying capacity Doreene Robinson
26 Striving for the vegan good life interview with Alan & Cathy Beck in Wales
28 The Herbal Path: healing in the Mediterranean Maureen Robertson Portugal
30 Starting our third season at La Ferme de L'Aube Jimmy Videle Canada
32 Vegan organics and nutrient transport Aranya
35 Plants for a Future are fundraising
36 A vegan ecological permaculture perspective Shantree Kacera Canada

40 WINTER/SPRING 2018 editor Tony Martin
06 The permaculture design process: surveying and observation (part three) Graham Burnett
09 The Vegan Cook & Gardener (book by Piers Warren & Ella Bee Glendining) review by Heather Foster
10 First field experiments using biocyclic humus soil for processing tomato and sweet potato Lydia Eisenbach Greece
12 Syntropic Farming in Australia - my first trial Justin Nigh Australia
14 Plants for a Future (PFAF) Addy Fern
16 Wild Earth Farm & Sanctuary - interview with Heather Patrick & Joe Kilcoyne USA
23 Using a dehydrator to preserve food gluts Jessica Wintrip
24 The Farm Kiosk opens in Boileau Jimmy Videle Canada
26 More than Medicine - piloting food-based social prescribing in Manchester Helen Woodcock
27 The Minimalist Gardener (book by Patrick Whitefield) review by Pauline Lloyd
28 Hulme Community Garden Centre in Manchester Kath Gavin
30 Introduction to Tools For Self Reliance in Wales Phil Pope
33 Hodmedod's - Britain’s pulse and grain pioneers Pauline Lloyd
35 Vegan food from a vegan farm festival (at Tolhurst Organic June 2018) Tamara Schiopu
37 FRIEND Farmed Animal Rescue update Fen Daly
38 Pashupati Ashram Animal Sanctuary update

39 SUMMER / AUTUMN 2017 editor Malcolm Horne
05 Seed the Commons: interviews with veganic farmers (Halstead Farm, Calidragon Farm, Spoke & Leaf Farm) USA
06 Cattle farming to stockfree organic interview with Jay & Katja Wilde
09 Shumei Natural Agriculture
10 Letters (Humunre Jenny Gage, Martin Doyle / Biocyclic-Vegan farms Axel Anders Greece / Seeding & potting mixes Jimmy Videle Canada)
12 The veganic farm continues in Boileau Jimmy Videle Canada
15 Kindling Trust (summer newsletter)
15 Beyond Organix (new market garden in Sussex)
16 Organic Growers Alliance celebrates 10 years Phil Sumption
19 Spinach: love it or hate it? Jessica Wintrip
20 A peaceful self-sufficient vegan garden in Belgium Coline Belgium
22 Syntropic Farming in Australia Justin Nigh Australia
26 The permaculture design process: surveying and observation (part two) Graham Burnett
30 Vegan strategy, vegan communication (Tobias Leenaert - The Vegan Strategist) Malcolm Horne
32 Biocyclic-Vegan Agriculture Axel Anders & Johannes Eisenbach Germany/Greece/Cyprus
38 Events past and future Dan Graham

38 WINTER / SPRING 2017 editor Malcolm Horne
04 News & updates Shumei Natural Agriculture, Grow Green report, Biocyclic Network (Germany)
05 GGI articles/magazines online
06 Tolhurst Organic 40th anniversary celebration and book launch John Read
08 Back to Earth (book by Iain Tolhurst) review by John Curtis
10 La Ferme de l'Aube: year two reflections Jimmy Videle & Mélanie Bernier Canada
12 Growing Opportunities in Scarborough Christine Mackay
14 On humanure and vegan organic growing systems Graham Burnett
18 Regenerative Designs Australia Justin Nigh Australia
20 Introducing leafu Michael Cole
21 Looking for mulch in all the wrong places Jay Muir Canada
22 Integrating animal rescue with vegan organics Meg Daly
25 My experience at the Arundel Vegan PDC Jasmine Kime
26 Hydroponics and vertical farming John Curtis partly USA
30 The permaculture design process: surveying and observation (part one) Graham Burnett
33 Animal (De)liberation (new book by Jan Deckers)
34 Climate Friendly Food fundraising appeal Jenny Hall
34 The Homemade Vegan (new book by Joanne O'Connell)
38 Seed the Commons interviews with veganic farmers (Spoke & Leaf Farm, Lazy Millennial Farms) USA
38 Visit to Welhealth in North Wales (Bethany Chester report)
38 Events past and future

37 SUMMER / AUTUMN 2016 editor Malcolm Horne
36 WINTER 2015/16 editor Malcolm Horne

04 Social change, social values, social media David Graham
06 The Vegan Society’s Grow Green report interview with Andrea Speranza
08 Letters (Slug sanctuary Amanda Baker / The inexpert gardener Rob Slow / Vegans in Africa Andi Brand) UK/Africa
09 Vegan Sustainability Magazine Ireland
10 Helping the refugees Summer Phillips and Zaina Macneall UK/France/Greece
12 Shumei Natural Agriculture Pippa Rosen
14 Hügelkultur beds Tony Martin
16 Animal Deliberation Jan Decker (forthcoming book)
18 Will Bonsall’s Essential Guide to Radical, Self-Reliant Gardening book review by Jay Muir USA
21 OrganicLea’s Farm Start project in London Felicia Rupert
22 La Ferme de l’Aube, a veganic farm in Canada Jimmy Videle Canada
24 Growing With Grace Cara Whelan
28 Some principles of permaculture Graham Burnett
31 VON at the Permaculture Convergence Tony Martin
32 Mellow fruitfulness at Le Guerrat Sue Morris France
34 A certain uncertainty Malcolm Horne
36 A Well-Fed World – working for hunger relief and animal protection USA
37 Tolhurst Organic video / The Naturally Vegan Plot in Cornwall
39 Winter on my allotment Jessica Wintrip
42 Snowdon Vegan Party 2015 Summer Phillips

35 SUMMER 2015 editor Malcolm Horne

04 A good sense of humus David Graham
06 Volunteering with VON
08 HAP and the Growing Together Project in Manchester
10 Letters (Good crops and good causes Rob Slow / Basic approaches to growing John Read)
12 Graham Burnett interview – the path to permaculture
14 Oh, I do like to be beside the seaside! (new garden takes shape) Pauline Lloyd
16 Biofach 2015 and a vegan challenge to organics Daniel Mettke Germany
17 Trees for gardens, orchards and permaculture (by Martin Crawford) book review by Ziggy Woodward
18 Plastic compost bins in the home garden Barbara Marshall
20 Ablaze with blossom at Le Guerrat Sue Morris France
22 Ciuma Ranni – an ecovillage in Sicily Tim Carey Italy
24 Down on my allotment Jessica Wintrip
25 Global Food Sustainability Conference (at Brighton VegFest) Amanda Baker
26 Rainy days and fun days (permaculture course in Wales) Tony Martin
28 Kindling Trust in Manchester – cultivating livelihoods Helen Woodcock
32 Beans and Herbs (seed business) Pippa Rosen
33 Vegan cyclists in Africa and in the UK Africa/UK
34 Growing Q&A (green manures for late sowing / animal-free compost) John Curtis
36 The farmer’s footprint: vegan organics as conservation Lee Hall
42 Manchester Vegan Fair and events round up Dan Graham

34 WINTER 2014/15 editor Malcolm Horne

04 Logo logic (new wording for VON logo) David Graham
05 Membership questionnaire Maggi Taylor and David Graham
06 The Lancashire Forest Gardeners Jenny Hall
08 Letters (Gardening almost veganically Sonya Oak / One Degree Organics Meghan Kelly, Helen Atthowe, Dan Graham / Petty spurge David Hicks / Favourite tools Peter Horne / Sadhana Forest in Kenya Aviram Rozin) USA/Canada/UK/France/Kenya
09 Soils for Resilience (UK National Soil Symposium) Amanda Baker
10 Vegan organic revival in German-speaking Europe Daniel Mettke Germany
12 Flight of the kite - Le Guerrat autumn 2014 Sue Morris France
14 A moderately interesting article about hosepipes Tony Martin
16 Growing up, growing out - stockfree gardening and farming for all Niya Skof and Amanda Baker
17 People, Plate and Planet (CAT report) summary by Malcolm Horne
19 GGI back issues now online Malcolm Horne
20 The Vegan Book of Permaculture (by Graham Burnett) book review by Tony Martin
21 Permaculture news (photos from Graham Burnett and Nicole Vosper’s course, etc)
22 New Sisters Farm in Quebec province Jay Muir Canada
24 Marion Dalthrop 1926-2014 David Graham
25 Restoration Agriculture (by Mark Shepard) book review by Graham Burnett
26 Animal rights and vegan organics in Italy Eduardo Quarta Italy
28 Growing potatoes in the UK or similar climates John Curtis / Potato days Ziggy Woodward
32 Nitrogen - managing the unseen Chloe Ward
34 The legacy of Kathleen Jannaway Malcolm Horne
36 Growing Q&A (over winter strategies, making your own compost) John Curtis
38 How to prune an apple tree John Curtis
40 beans and membership Jessica Wintip
42 Snowdon Vegan Party 2014 and other events Dan Graham

SUMMER 2014 editor Malcolm Horne
06 Farmers & Growers (Brightside/Rivara/Oakcroft) Maggi Taylor Canada/Argentina/UK
08 Dryad’s saddle for breakfast! (forest garden in Wales) Ann Wright
09 Know your terminology (stockfree/veganic/vegan organic etc) David Graham
10 Distinction between veganic & vegan Malcolm Horne / One Degree Organics Canada
12 Oh for some worms (allotment in Rotherham) Rob Slow
13 Sheepless (alternatives to animal wool) Kath Clements
14 Veganism is a way of life (ashram in Lancashire) Shiva Trust
16 News from Le Guerrat Sue Morris France
18 Ugly produce (the amount that gets discarded) Iain Tolhurst
19 Living soil at Tolhurst Organic (soil seminar report) Graham Burnett
20 Nuts: a global history Paul Appleby (book review)
21 Sadhana Forest Aviram Rozin India/Kenya/USA
22 Woodleaf Farm (evolution of a vegan organic orchard) Helen Atthowe USA
24 Fir Tree Community Growers (photos and info)
25 Gambling with our seed heritage Joseph Croisdale (Soil Association)
26 Running a seed swap Ziggy Woodward
28 Planting the seeds of social, economic & political change / North West Stockfree Organic Farming & Growing Network David Graham
29 Jakobus Langerhorst 1945-2013 Austria
30 Using water as an overnight temperature moderator Tony Martin
32 Growing Q&A (books/compost/rats) John Curtis
34 VON on Facebook Malcolm Horne
36 Overwintering onions John Curtis
37 Swan neck hoe John Berry
38 How to prune an apple tree Chloe Ward (and review by Ziggy Woodward)
40 Events roundup (inc Manchester Vegan Fair) Dan Graham

WINTER 2013/14 editors Malcolm Horne & Maggi Taylor
04 Vegan flour George Walker
06 One Degree Organic Foods Canada
08 Update from Portugal Marian Silvester Portugal
10 Introducing Permaculture Nicole Vosper
12 A forest garden on a South Wales hillside Tony Martin
14 Veganic forest gardening workshop Heidi White Canada
16 The Forest Market Garden Jenny Hall
17 Certified stockfree inspections go international Jenny Hall France etc
18 Launch of new farm carbon calculator Rod Skinner
19 Azada Hoe Pauline Lloyd
20 Recommended: a vegan organic urban farm consultancy David Stringer
22 Snowdon report & VON events roundup Cherry Chung & Dan Graham
26 A volunteer’s experience of Valderrodas Elizabeth Byrum Spain
28 The importance of plant based medicine Nicole Vosper
29 Brook End Nicole Vosper
30 Drimlabarbra notes Maureen Robertson
31 Petty Spurge David Hicks
32 David Graham interview (link goes to the original interview in Vegan Views)
34 Growing in rows or beds John Curtis
36 The wonder of worms Alisa Rutherford-Fortunati New Zealand/USA
41 Hulme Community Garden Centre
41 VON noticeboard
31 Perennial greens - and woodchips  Bob Monie (letter with feedback)
32 Power to the people: an allotment project  Rob Slow
33 Raw Edible Wild Plants (Amanda Rofe)  Suzanne Bingham (book review)
34 Growing in partial shade  John Curtis & Ziggy Woodward
36 Chicory tips  Pauline Lloyd
37 Summer recipe  Alyson Tyler
38 Fertilising with human urine  Meghan Kelly  USA/Canada
40 Minding Animals Int Conference Report  Jan Deckers

28 WINTER 2011  editor Kath Clements
04 Le Guerrat: smart people grow fruit  Sue Morris  France
06 Growing green on school grounds  Christoph Miles  Canada
08 Quality assurance & certification  Robert Mackey
10 Starting and growing Scilly Organics  Jonathan Smith
12 Reflections on farm & allotment visits  John Read
14 Peaceful ways with pests & problems (part 1)  Amanda Rofe
16 The forest garden at CAT  Chloe Ward
18 First year at Fir Tree
20 We live and learn (extract from Growing Sustainability)
21 Growing Green Graham Cole DVD (review)  Ben Clements
22 Vegan permaculture in Florida  Kip Bellairs  USA
24 Our Elaeagnus trials  Kip Bellairs  USA
25 The simple runner bean  Rob Slow
26 Grow your own sweeteners (sorghum, liquorice etc)  Amanda Rofe
28 Plant-based permaculture  Meghan Kelly  USA/Canada
30 Food for the future (corn gromwell etc)  Sally Ford
31 A long gardening journey to veganism and VON  Danielle Collins
32 Vegans and coexistence (with other animals/people & plants)  Jan Deckers
34 Gliricidia - Sri Lanka's miracle tree?  Lal Jayasinghe  Sri Lanka
35 Invitation to a taste of rural Portugal  Lyn Bliss  Portugal
35 Letter (re her allotment etc)  Katherine Barton
36 Composting woodchips  Iain Tolhurst
38 Growing Sustainability (by Dave of Darlington)  Rod Skinner (book review)
40 Recipes  Alyson Tyler
41 Heather Shepherd interview (VON's new treasurer)

27 SUMMER 2011  editor Kath Clements
04 Oakcroft update  Tim Carey
05 Widening the reach of stockfree certified food  David Graham
06 Response to Foresight report on The Future of Food & Farming  Rod Skinner
08 Human diet choice and climate change  Jakub Olewski
11 The importance of black carbon  Dave of Darlington
12 Kerala, a vegan-organic haven?  Morten Aagren Svendsen  India
15 Growing opportunities (Yorkshire land-share project)  Christine Mackay
16 First year at Fir Tree  Jenny Hall
18 Is biotechnology obscuring the view?  Richard Twine (author of new book)
20 A reluctant convert (to ‘no digging’)  Roger Roberts
22 Le Guerrat: the key is adaptability  Sue Morris  France
24 Biogas: part of the solution  Jenny Hall
26 The Living Centre (Shantree Kacera): permaculture in Canada  Meghan Kelly  Canada
28 Spuds against the system (giving away allotment surplus)  Rob Slow
29 As the garden goes (garlic etc)  Stéphane Groleau  Canada
30 Balcony composting  Meghan Kelly  Canada
32 Farming without the bull  Stéphane Groleau  USA/Canada
34 Livestock and land degradation  Amanda Rofe
36 Experimenting in our new garden  Ziggy Woodward & John Curtis
37 Letter re allotment  Felicity Newman
38 Roots Demystified (book review)  Kip Bellairs  USA
40 Recipes  Alyson Tyler
41 Laura Dobson interview (VON’s new meetings secretary)

26 WINTER 2010  editors Kath Clements & Peter White
04 Harry Mather obituary  David Graham & John Curtis
06 Progress at Oakcroft  Lloyd English
08 VON Centre Network Project: progress report  David Graham
09 Two year transformation (their new garden)  Ziggy Woodward & John Curtis
10 Mobile bicycle gardening  Meghan Kelly  Canada
12 The magic circle (his experimental garden)  Shane Coyle  Ireland
13 Calculating our nitrogen footprint  Jakub Olewski
25 SUMMER 2010  editors Kath Clements & Peter White
04 Stockfree success in the sun (Arizona & New Mexico) Meghan Kelly USA
06 Le Guerrat: Now's the time! Sue Morris France
08 Stockfree student at Glyndwr Jane Fanshawe
08 Glyndwr conference (Oakcroft, Soil Assoc, etc) Richard Lewis
10 Challenge and opportunity: progress at Oakcroft Tim Carey
11 Growing Moroccan cress (lettuce) Sally Ford
12 Saying no to too much nitrogen Dave of Darlington
14 Preparing for judging day (Scarborough allotment) Christine Mackay
16 Mary Bryniak interview Kath Clements (see also issue 11 p.6)
19 Permaculture pointers Ron Bates
20 Livestock respiration and climate change Tim Turner
22 Avocados and alligators (Victoria Farm, Florida) Kip Bellairs USA
24 Plastic pollution (and using plastic in your garden) John Walker
26 First principles (soil, composting, etc) John Read
28 Book reviews (Future Scenarios / Transition Timeline) Graham Burnett
30 Comfrey the wonder herb Colleen Withall
31 The plight of the bumblebee Jane Carlton
32 Bio-gas Sri Lanka style Lal Jayasinghe Sri Lanka
33 Growing for nutrition (vitamins, minerals, etc) Pauline LLloyd
36 Agriculture and architecture Dave of Darlington
37 Letters Grace Swales / Shirley-Anne Hardy / Harry Roth
38 Co-operation is the key: equitable local food production David Allen Stringer
39 VON website poll / Sharing ideas on composting
40 Recipes Alyson Tyler & John Curtis
41 Seeds of destruction (genetic manipulation) book review Kip Bellairs USA

24 WINTER 2009  editors Kath Clements & Peter White
04 VON's next leap forward - the network of stockfree organic centres
07 VON's recent achievements Peter White
11 VON and the media Sally Ford
12 Soil science matters Jakub Olewski
15 Every year is different (Scarborough allotment) Christine Mackay
16 Oakcroft - a historic market garden Tim Carey
17 Visit to Youlgrave (Roger Higginbottom's allotment) Colleen Withall
18 Gardens galore (sowing, weeding, watering etc) Stéphane Groleau Canada
20 Mythbusters: vegan-organic growers are the real humane farmers Lee Hall
23 The marigold: a garden treasure Dave of Darlington
24 Margaret Woolford obituary / VON visit to Northop Peter White
25 Dave of Darlington's research Phil Sleigh
25 Versatile peas Peter White
26 Keep out the slugs Barbara Marshall / Bean bonus Roger Franklin
26 Letter (New Forest Transition) Richard Barnett
28 To feed or not feed (wild birds/mammals) John Bryant
29 Engaging with our local communities Kath Clements
30 Trial and error in Portugal - ideas for growing in hot climates Lyn Bliss Portugal
33 Measuring the carbon footprint of our food - CFF is launched Jenny Hall
34 Water pressure - livestock farming and water use Amanda Rofe
20 Le Guerrat: we live in interesting times  Sue Morris  France
22 Peak oil: turning off the tap  John Walker
24 Update on my Northamptonshire garden  Lin Knight
26 Northop Organics at Welsh College of Horticulture  Robert Mackey
28 Vegfarm update: vegan organic famine relief  Sandra Ozolins
30 Winter treats and spring delights (on her allotment)  Christine Mackay
31 Birth of a North American network  Stéphane Groleau  USA/Canada
32 Contemplative plant study  Maureen & Keith Robertson
33 Dave of Darlington's research  Phil Sleigh
35 Fabulous fungus (largest living organism)  USA
34 Agro ecology deliberations  Stéphane Groleau  USA/Canada
36 Growing for seed  Pippa Rosen
37 Permaculture, perennials and resources  PFAF
38 Myths of organic farming (nitrogen cycle)  Dave of Darlington
40 What is to be done? Thoughts on feeding the world (part 5 of feeding the world series, see GGI 17)  Dave of Darlington

20 WINTER 2007  editors Peter White & Colleen Withall
02 Editorial: how stockfree organic farming can help combat climate change
04 Alternatives in Austria (Ronny Wytek and BioVegaN group)  Roger Merényi  Austria
05 VON's visit to Tolhurst Organic  Graham Cole
06 A passion for preserving  Amanda Rofe
07 Soil - not just dirt  Dave of Darlington
08 Growing for Health: Goji Berry  Pauline Lloyd
09 Peas please  Peter White
10 Portuguese progress  Lyn Bliss  Portugal
12 VON's visit to Welsh College of Horticulture  Peter White
13 Stockfree not always the easy option  Jenny Hall
14 Footprints on a hill (Scarborough allotment)  Christine Mackay
15 Sweet potato growing in England  Evie Sier
16 Report from Camp for Climate Action, London 2007  Joerg Zimmermann
18 Teaming with Microbes by Lowenfels & Lewis (book review)  Kip Bellairs
20 The Organic Garden by Alan Shepherd (review)
21 Visit to Roger Higginbottom's allotment  Collen Withall
22 Slug advice / Chick pea challenge / Barn Vegetarian Guest House
23 Allotment open day at Sowbrook (John & Helen Read)  Peter White
23 Weed, weevil and weather  John Willis
21 Stockfree promotion in the USA  Harold Brown  USA
22 Bad Food Britain by Joanna Blythman (book review)  Sally Ford
24 VON's visit to Growing With Nature  John Read
25 Cinnamon in Sri Lanka  Lal Jayasinghe  Sri Lanka
26 What the world needs now is vegan organic growing  Lee Hall  USA
28 Starting over (first season in a new town garden)  Sally Ford
30 Zero Carbon Gardening at CAT  Chloe Ward
32 Updates from a Canadian  Stéphane Groleau  Canada
34 News from the French Pyrenees  Sue Morris  France
35 Grape Expectations in County Limerick  Ita West  Ireland
36 Food supplies in the post-oil era (part 4 of feeding the world series, see GGI 17)  Dave of Darlington
38 In praise of compost  Dave of Darlington
39 My second year at the Welsh College of Horticulture  Kirsty Heron
40 VON and Jenny Hall featured in 'Tastes of Britain' magazine  Dave Bowes

19 SUMMER 2007  editors Peter White & Colleen Withall
04 Florida farms for the future  Kip Bellairs  USA
05 Scottish willows (Lise Bech willow growing)  Colleen Withall
06 Compost or mulch? (carbon to nitrogen ratios)  Dave of Darlington
07 Practical preserving  Marian Silvester
09 A very impressive plot (Roger Higginbottom's allotment)  Collen Withall
10 New methods for New Mexico (Santa Cruz Farm)  Christa Hartsook  USA
12 To bean or not to bean - drying your own  Pauline Lloyd
14 Carbon or hydrogen? Fuelling our farms  Mike Koefman
16 Growing at Gonew (his land in Cornwall)  Alan Newton
17 Graham Burnett books (review)  Colleen Withall
17 Growing for health: parsley  Pauline Lloyd
18 In denial (peak oil)  Dave of Darlington
18 Spread the word (joining/promoting VON)  Cathy Bryant
19 Growing roses without farmyard manure  Ita West
20 Your diet and nuclear power  Richard Girion
21 Sow & Grow success  Jenny Hall
22 Le Guerrat - looking forward  Sue Morris  France
16 WINTER 2005 editors Peter White & Colleen Withall
04 Moving away from violence in agriculture (VON’s progress)  David Graham
06 Practical lawn care the earth friendly way John Walker
07 And on the subject of lawns … (humorous piece)  Dave of Darlington
08 Lignin - one of the wonders of the natural world  Dave of Darlington
09 Double layer mulching  Dave of Darlington
10 Vegan organic trials in Canada  Stéphane Groleau  Canada
11 Of mice and marsh marigolds (allotment and pond building)  Christine Mackay
12 Animal agriculture and health - the Plague Richard Girion
14 Grow for health - lovely lovage  Peter White
15 Watercress  Pauline Lloyd
16 Excuse me! There's a grass in my legume  Dave of Darlington
18 All change at le Guerrat  Sue Morris  France
20 VON's visit to Welsh College of Horticulture  Jenny Hall
21 More steps to vegan organic in Sri Lanka  Lal Jayasinghe  Sri Lanka
22 Composting and recycling at Manchester's New Smithfield Markets  Jenn Booth
24 Vegan organics - your ideas (inc potatoes and blight resistance  Colleen Withall)
26 A blessing of bind weed (Cussens Cottage garden)  Ita West  Ireland
27 Vegan organic survey (interviews with 60 people in Ireland/UK)  Richard Girion
28 Lifestyle gardening? No thanks!  Graham Burnett
30 Organic growers visit to Tolhurst Organic  Tim Deane
32 Self fertilising gardens (part 2)  Stéphane Groleau  Canada
34 News from Germany (Sieben Linden)  Sandra Campe and Joerg Zimmermann  Germany
36 Vegan organics and me  Martin Doyle
36 Jacques Hébert’s gardens near Quebec  Eléa Asselineau & Stéphane Groleau  Canada
37 Confessions of a cheating Vonner  Pedro Burdess
37 Curious history of vegetables (book review)  John Walker
38 Four summers at Holywell  Graham Cole
39 Sow & Grow Organics  Jenny Hall
42 Welsh College of Horticulture update  Paul Robertshaw
43 Tackling the Welsh woodlice (her veganic garden)  Alyson Tyler

15 SUMMER 2005 editor Peter White
04 Stockfree organics at the Welsh College of Horticulture  Paul Robertshaw
06 Welhealth, North Wales  Frank Bowman
07 Animal farming and health (influenza etc)  Richard Girion
08 Le Guerrat: shivering but sanguine  Sue Morris  France
09 The way ahead for vegans: brief history of VON
12 To mulch or not to mulch  Sally Ford
14 The future is chip-shaped (chipped branch wood part 4)  Dave of Darlington
16 The Earth Care Manual by Patrick Whitefield (book review)  Graham Burnett
17 Questions & Answers: compost / slugs
18 News from Quebec  Stéphane Groleau  Canada
18 Letter: stockfree organic standards  John Willis
19 Quiz for children of all ages
20 Steady progress in Sri Lanka  Lal Jayasinghe  Sri Lanka
22 Container growing: don’t contain your enthusiasm!  Pauline Lloyd
24 Going wild the vegan organic way: making a home for wildlife  Christine Mackay
25 Make your own dehydrator  Kath Clements
26 Gentle World in New Zealand & Hawaii  Butterflies Katz  New Zealand / Hawaii
28 Involving children in vegan organic  Alexandra & Roy Green / Ballyroe / etc
30 Contour ploughing  Richard Girion
31 Introducing self fertilising gardens (part 1)  Stéphane Groleau  Canada
34 Grow for health (plants with health benefits)  Peter White
35 Eco Farm conference, Monterey, California  Iain Tolhurst  USA
36 Healthy soil - is hay the way?  Jenny Hall
38 Trees for Health: reconnecting people with plants (Devon)  Liz Turner
39 Unexpected Farm (interview)  William Bey & Linda Buyukmihci-Bey  USA
42 The future is Finnish (vegan organics in Finland)  Ossi Kaako  Finland

14 WINTER 2004 editor Peter White
04 Stockfree Organic Standards - a vegan evolution
05 Veganic symbol launched (Veganic Horticultural Association)  Ireland
06 Stockfree Organic Standards  Elaine & Alan Garrett / Jenny Hall / David Graham
08 Small is beautiful: the Butolen's farm  Stéphane Groleau  Austria
10 Going places (visits to growers in UK & Europe)  Stéphane Groleau
11 Soil erosion around the globe  Richard Girion
19 No-dig gardening
20 Crops and robbers (chipped branch wood part 3) Dave of Darlington
21 Starting up a vegan organic farm in Sri Lanka Lal Jayasinghe Sri Lanka
22 Organic or vegetarian? (Iain's motivation for growing green) Iain Tolhurst
23 Toma Sik 1939-2004 Uri Davis / David Graham / Peter White
24 The main road to Manchester (Laurence Main's UK walk) Peter White
25 Gardens, use your loof! (importance of questioning everything) Dave of Darlington
26 Biomass the key for clay soil on a sloping site Craig Sams
27 BioVegaN Austria/Germany
28 The winged bean Peter Kempadoo
29 The Little Food Book by Craig Sams (book review) Patrick Browne
30 Experiments with soya seeds Peter White
31 Small experiment in chipped branch wood Jenny Hall
32 Eat More Raw by Steve Charter (book review) Harry Mather
33 Radish roundup Pauline Lloyd
34 Spicy Vegan by Sudha Raina (book review) Diana White
35 Human error (questioning established practices) Dave of Darlington
36 The closure of Organic Growers of Durham Dave of Darlington
37 Essential oils and herb teas Marian Silvester
38 Visit to Graham Cole's vegan organic garden Harry Mather
39 Setting up Sow & Grow Organics Jenny Hall
40 Le Guerrat - into autumn Sue Morris France
41 Bringing social justice to the table (speech on food & social justice) Lee Hall USA
42 Allotment roundup (stalky plants, slugs, green manure, aubergines, etc)

13 SUMMER 2004 editor Peter White
02 Iain Tolhurst interview on BBC Radio 4 Farming Today (edited transcript)
04 Home Growers Roundup Mike Lillington / Roger Franklin / Ann Wright / etc
06 Ecovillage Living (Sieben Linden) Sandra Campe Germany
07 Vegan Organic at Sieben Linden Joerg Zimmermann Germany
10 Undersewing for beginners Jenny Hall
13 Perennial ideas (strawberry tree / fuchsia species / etc) Ken Fern
14 Latest from Le Guerrat Sue Morris France
15 Food and technology (and self sufficiency) Michael Heyman
16 Erosion of organically cultivated soil Dave of Darlington
17 Lithuanian Peat (peat extraction and the environment) Lithuanian Pete
18 Vision, practice and projects of our 'Sanctuary Wood' in Cornwall David Stringer
20 Progress in Malawi (Chimoorfai project) Peter Kempadoo Malawi
21 A new way of life: freeganism Ronny Wytek Austria
22 News from Canada (and Europe too) Stéphane Groleau Canada
23 Vegan farming & chipped branch wood (Louis Larochelle) Stéphane Groleau Canada
24 The stockfree organic standards - a personal view Dave of Darlington / Jenny Hall
26 Campaigning with the web Dee
27 Our networking (VON)
28 Chipped branch wood in practical use (chipped branch wood pt 2) Dave of Darlington
29 Movement for Compassionate Living
30 Permaculture for vegans (part 2) Graham Burnett
32 What are we up against? Dave of Darlington
33 Ecoforest in Malaga - what's it like to visit? Pedro Burdess Spain
34 Growing your own soya beans Pauline Lloyd
35 What do farmers and growers really need from a soil test? Iain Tolhurst
36 Photo art (see also back cover) Marion Daltrop

12 WINTER 2003 editor Peter White
02 VON membership roles and skills Jenny Hall
04 VOT spreads the word
06 What's happening in Canada Stéphane Groleau Canada
07 Towards a first vegan farm? (Pierre Verly's farm, Quebec) Stéphane Groleau Canada
08 Japanese knotweed: why not eat it? Steve Brill
09 Chipped branch wood (part 1) Dave of Darlington
10 Composting galore Jenny Hall
12 Le Guerrat Summer 2003 Sue Morris France
14 Our summer holidays at Le Guerrat Jenny Hall France
15 A lighter shade of green (the blind spot about veganism) David Graham
16 Summer intrigue in Sandybed (Scarborough allotment) Christine Mackay
17 A sign of the times? (4 acre vegan organic market garden) Richard of Ballyroe Ireland
18 Winning over the weeds (see also book review p.35) John Walker
19 No-dig gardening
Exciting times in USA [Centre for Vegan Organic Education] Amy Duggan [USA]
The stinging nettle - a much undervalued commodity Pauline Lloyd
The mollusc menace revisited (slugs and snails) Barbara Marshall
Tales from my allotment in Carmarthen Sally Horn
Perennial ideas (some edible perennials and trees) Ken Fern
Farming and global warming Dave of Darlington
Sally’s sallows (green leaves and herbs) Sally Ford
Vegan progress in Hungary Toma Sik [Hungary]
Fertility is easy: peas and beans in garden rotations Dave of Darlington
Permaculture for vegans - a beginner’s guide Graham Burnett
Letter (vegan organic farming may not be right for everyone) Dave of Darlington
Les Amis de la Douceur et de L’Harmonie (community) Michael Heyman [France]
Living foods for radiant health by Elaine Bruce (book review) Marion Coombes
Weeds guide by John Walker (book review) Petras Waskelis
Thoughts on vegan organic ethics and PETA Dave of Darlington / David Graham

11 SUMMER 2003  editor Peter White
01 Kathleen Jannaway - visionary for non-violence 1915-2003 David Graham
02 Moss Centre, Heywood: plans for a VON centre (page 46 also) Genni World Community [New Zealand]
03 Stopping Farmageddon Richard of Ballyroe [Ireland]
08 Hard work pays at Hardwick (Iain Tolhurst) John Walker
10 The second vegan organic conference (report) Sandra Campe [Austria]
13 True sustainability (talk at BioVegan conference) Dave of Darlington
16 Soil fertility using the Stute method: zero tillage the answer? Sally Ford
17 News from Ecoforest [Spain]
18 Organic farming in Moldova Iain Tolhurst [Moldova]
20 Gentle World Community [New Zealand]
21 Beating the blight Iain Tolhurst
22 Long Beach Organic, California Amy Lerner [USA]
23 Huguenot Street Farm, near New York Ron Khosla [USA]
24 Growing with Grace (social enterprise and food co-op) Jenny Hall
25 Vegan Organic Trust report and accounts
26 Draught animals and tractors revisited Jenny Hall
29 Le Guerrat: vegan organic in the Pyrenees Sue Morris [France]
30 Herbs for wildlife Pauline Lloyd
31 Testing B&Q compost
32 More than skin deep - speciesism and PETA David Graham
33 Johnny Appleseed Chris Tomlinson
34 Why vegans were right all along (Guardian article) George Monbiot
35 My first year with ‘the mafia’ (allotment battles) Christine Mackay
37 Growing fruit: figs Carlo Davis [Canary Islands]
37 Language of the heart Michael Day
38 Questions and answers (soil, slugs, shady clayey soil, parsnip seeds, onions) Sally Ford
40 More on absolutism (Dave of Darlington in GGI 9) Barbara Marshall / Richard of Ballyroe
41 Letters J Slack / Dave of Darlington

10 WINTER 2002  editors Peter White & David Graham
01 Veganism and sustainability are inseparable Dave of Darlington
02 Ethics as a guiding principle for ecological behaviour Joerg Zimmermann [Germany]
03 Profit from emerging dietary trends by John Hartley (book review) Pedro Burdess
04 Steve Brill arrested for picking and eating a dandelion Jim Oswald [USA]
05 Vegan Organic Trust report and accounts
06 Bowel cancer busting broad beans Pauline Lloyd
08 Facing the faeces (compost toilet building workshop) Graham Burnett / Nick & Sue Fox
10 In praise of slugs Pauline Lloyd
11 Growing wild (mini woodlands) Nick Fox
12 Energy accounting for beginners (reckoning environmental costs) Dave of Darlington
14 Ecoforest community (newsletter extracts) Steve Charter [Spain]
15 Vegan organic training weekend in Bolton (report) Alan Cash
16 Eternal Treblinka by Charles Patterson (book review) David Graham
18 Garlic without tears Sally Ford
20 Towards vegan organics in Jamaica Fabrice Menoyot [Jamaica]
21 Questions and answers (green manures, strawberries, potatoes, fruit flies) Dave of Darlington
22 Meeting Joy Larkom (farming writer and speaker) Jenny Hall
23 Companion planting: myth and magic Dave of Darlington
17 Foot and mouth Richard of Ballyroe Ireland
18 Life within a community - one step towards self determination Ronny Wytek Austria
19 Cultivating tropical fruits - bananas Carlo Davis Canary Islands
20 Current state of stockless farming research in England Dave of Darlington
22 Plotting for success on our allotment Peter & Diana White
23 The web of life (symbiosis of fungi and plants) Germany
24 Farming - stewardship or business? Dave of Darlington
26 Choosing varieties and sowing (ideas for kitchen garden) Barbara Marshall
27 Archaeology - the key to the future (part 2) Steve Oxbrow
29 Ecoforest community (newsletter extracts) Spain
30 A permaculture allotment? Graham Burnett
31 Reap what you sow (foot and mouth) Kathleen Jannaway
32 Cancer epidemic and relationship to the vegan organic movement (pt 2) Chris Ashton
33 The beetle-friendly plot Pauline Lloyd
34 Food growing in the community (setting up community food projects) Alan Brown
36 Foot and mouth diary (in the Machars, Scotland) Rachel & Peter Lewis
38 Le Guerrat update Sue Morris France
39 Visit to vegan Ireland Sandra Campe Ireland
40 Photo art Marion Daltrop
41 Box schemes: the way ahead Elm Farm Research Centre
44 Making history: inspecting the market garden of Ron Bates in Essex

JUNE 2001 INTERIM NEWSLETTER editor Peter White
VON often issued interim newsletters between issues of GGI, especially in the early days. Most were short and consisted of news items, notices, etc. but a few were longer and contained articles, such as this issue. AVAILABLE ON REQUEST
01 Vegan organics and social justice
03 Eliot Coleman, stockfree grower Barbara Damrosh USA
07 VON members comment on the vegan organic standards Jenny Hall
10 Permaculture: a beginner’s guide by Graham Burnett (book review)
12 Plotting for success: news & ideas for home growers Peter & Diana White
13 Growing soya in temperate regions such as the UK
15 Vegan organic standards in agriculture

07 WINTER 2000/01 editors David Graham & friends
01 Masanobu Fukuoka interview: greening the desert Robert & Diane Gilman Japan
04 Yoshikazu Kawaguchi interview: natural farmer Simon Piggott Japan
06 The ideas and principles behind the vegan organic approach Dave of Darlington
08 Small nuts of hemp - the essential missing link Paul Dean
09 Archaeology - the key to the future (part 1) Steve Oxbrow
12 Methane - profit motive - death Kathleen Jannaway
13 The horrible truth behind “organic” food production Margaret Sampath
14 Ecoforest Community report Steve Charter, Dao & Jo Spain
15 Tree based culture John Glue (Fresh Network)
17 Bio Co-op Arta Farm vegan organic co-operative Greece
18 Plotting for success: news & ideas for home growers Peter & Diana White
19 Resisting the warfare state Roger Franklin
20 Stockfree - hungerfree Jenny & Richard of Ballyroe Ireland
21 Letter to Mark Houghton-Brown, an organic farmer
22 Techniques of green manuring Dave of Darlington
23 Vegan onion trial Barbara Marshall
24 To till or not to till Jenny Hall
26 Fellow travellers (mobile classroom for traveller children) Fiona Earle
27 Child labour in agriculture Dave of Darlington
28 Introducing predatory insects - friend or foe? Gary Hamilton USA
29 Tolhurst Organic Produce - a step into the future
31 Vegetable box schemes & economic realities Jenny Hall
33 Organic animal farming Dave of Darlington
34 Brave hearts: working our land in Scotland Rachel & Peter Lewis
36 Cultivating tropical fruits - avocados Carlo Davis Canary Islands
37 Le Guerrat Sue Morris France
38 Buddy Association in Uganda / Sierra Leone farmers Africa
39 Slugs and snails - how you can win the battle John Wyncoll
40 Cuba visit Ged Hickman Cuba
42 Letter from Malawi K J Chidumula Nkhata Malawi
43 Cancer epidemic and relationship to the vegan organic movement (pt 1) Chris Ashton
44 Kool bananas - VON outpost in the outback Gavin Pearce Australia

06 SPRING 2000 editors David Graham & friends
09 Foundation of the allotment movement in Britain  Peter White
10 Land based community action  Jenny Hall
12 Forestry interests - money or life?  Katharine Gilchrist
13 Hydroponics - an organic view  Montague Santo
14 Mushroom magic  Adrian Ogden & Katherine Prowse
15 New food technology won’t feed the world  Tony Juniper (FOE)
18 The war in Sierra Leone  David Graham  Sierra Leone
19 Vegans: what is to question?  Will Bonsall  USA
20 What is efficient agriculture? The use of land, labour and energy  Dave of Darlington
24 Robert Hart - help draft his new book and maintain the forest garden
25 Personal choices? Facts governments don’t give you  Monica Lilley
26 Greenleaf curd: non-animal permaculture  Michael Cole
28 Box scheme: producers and consumers unite  Organic Growers of Durham
29 Mixed cropping by Margaret Langerhorst (book review)  Dave of Darlington  Austria
30 The dreaded comparison: human & animal slavery (book review)  David Allen Stringer
31 Letters  Eva Dee (pets) / Jill & David Potter (humanure) / Susana Martins (Portugal) / Katie & Desmond Morrell (growing in Spain) / Chris & Tim Crowstaff (plant based nutrition) / Anne Antman (farming in Finland)
35 Briefly - starting from scratch (the vegan organic garden)  Peter Niederlag

03 WINTER 1998  editors David Graham & friends
01 Compassion in agriculture: towards a VON centre  David Graham
02 Sustainable agriculture  Dave of Darlington
04 Allotments for the unemployed  Kevin Bailey
05 Le Guerrat  Sue Morris  France
06 Vegans need vegan organics  Harry Mather
07 Fertile plot (bees, vegetables, seeds)  Ted Pitman
08 Recycling olive by-products in southern Greece  David Allen Stringer  Greece
10 The new agriculture (from a speech)  Eliot Coleman  USA
12 The Hunger Project  Nathaniel Tarawalli  Sierra Leone
13 The four acre field in Salop  Tony Pulford
14 A vegan organic lifestyle with animal companions  Elizabeth Angas
16 Abundant living in the coming age of the tree (MCL booklet review)  Dave of Darlington
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03 WINTER 1998  editors David Graham & friends
01 Compassion in agriculture: towards a VON centre  David Graham
02 Sustainable agriculture  Dave of Darlington
04 Allotments for the unemployed  Kevin Bailey
05 Le Guerrat  Sue Morris  France
06 Vegans need vegan organics  Harry Mather
07 Fertile plot (bees, vegetables, seeds)  Ted Pitman
08 Recycling olive by-products in southern Greece  David Allen Stringer  Greece
10 The new agriculture (from a speech)  Eliot Coleman  USA
12 The Hunger Project  Nathaniel Tarawalli  Sierra Leone
13 The four acre field in Salop  Tony Pulford
14 A vegan organic lifestyle with animal companions  Elizabeth Angas
16 Abundant living in the coming age of the tree (MCL booklet review)  Dave of Darlington

SPRING 1998 INTERIM NEWSLETTER
VON often issued interim newsletters between issues of GGI, especially in the early days. Most were short and consisted of news items, notices, etc, but a few were longer and contained articles, such as this issue. AVAILABLE ON REQUEST
02 Richard Young’s attack on organic vegetarians (Soil Assoc article)  David Graham
04 Putting Richard Young out to grass (see above)  Will Bonsall  USA
05 Letter from America  Andrew Robertson  USA
07 Designing an experiment in plant growth  Ray Leach
08 Proposed potato growing experiment  Colin Penfold
09 Genetix Update: special VOHAN issue  UK Genetic Engineering Network
11 Permaculture for beginners  Dave of Darlington
12 Sacrificial lamb: animal use in permaculture  Heidi Zenzmaier & Michael Dahan  Australia

02 WINTER 1997  editors David Graham & friends
02 Aiming for the green (Organic Growers of Durham)  Dave of Darlington (Dave Brown)
05 Khadighar Farm: towards self-sufficiency and biodiversity  Will Bonsall  USA
06 Brambles housing co-op in Sheffield
08 Why no vegan eco-communities or co-ops in Australia?  Elizabeth Wolf  Australia
09 Organic / veganic / vegan organic - terminology  Alan & Elaine Garrett
10 A green door opens: health, well-being, ethical farming and diet  Dr T H Crouch
12 Robert Hart’s forest garden: seven storeys of abundance  Graham Burnett
13 Fertility and land utilisation  Maribeth Abrams-McHenry  USA
14 Two different views of the future of farming (from two reports)  Ray Leach
15 Reaching for the sun: how plants work, by John King (book review)  Ray Leach
16 Down to earth (humanure)  Frank Flowers
17 Letter: the setting up of VOHAN  Dave of Darlington
18 Rufford Farm - a dream takes shape  John & Denise Berry
19 Letter: brandlings, badgers & snakes  Kate & Desmond Morrell  Spain
19 The No-Work Garden Book by Stout & Clemence (book review)  Peter Niederlag
20 Ramial chipped wood  USA
21 Introducing Elm Farm Research Centre: viability of stockfree farming  Ray Leach

01 SUMMER 1997  editors David Graham & friends
01 Editorial: a revolution begins
02 Vegan Organics: the basic principles
05 Letter from Plamil: genetic engineering  Arthur Ling
06 Khadighar Community: ethical farming in action  Will Bonsall  USA
08 From blood, death & tears to vegan organics  Elizabeth Wolf  Australia
09 From Hecht to hectares  Joerg Zimmermann  Germany
10 Leguminous plants and other green manures
13 Experiments and experience  Chloe Ward
14 VOHAN south east gathering (report)  Graham Burnett
15 Veganic gardening (city farm project)  Laurel Grant  Australia
16 Vegan food - six reasons why
17 Animal food - why use it?